Career Opportunity
(Junior) Project Controls
Engineer
As a project controls engineer you will have a key
position in large-scaled complex tenders and projects.
You will work in close collaboration with the project
manager and will preserve an integral view on the
project. The project manager will rely on you to make
plans, forecasts, management reports and analyses in
the areas of time scheduling, risk analysis, cost
management and scope. You will create insight in the
project and your advice will be invaluable for the
organization to deliver the project within time and
budget.
Your tasks:
 You will be assigned to a project team to advice
the project manager in the area of project
controls.
 You understand the technical coherence of the
project and you are able to translate this in an
integral project planning.
 You will be responsible for the entire process of
planning & control. You will perform powerful
analyses such as Earned Value, scenario and risk
analysis.
 You advise the project manager and the project
team on possible claims.
 You will master project management software
packages such as Primavera P6 and MS Project.

THE IDEAL CANDIDATE










Fits in our humane & entrepreneurial
company DNA.
Has a master degree (e.g. civil, industrial
engineering or business engineering).
Has an affinity with both technique and
management.
Has preferably a first experience in a
project-based organization.
Is fluent in English and in either Dutch or
French.
Has a good knowledge of IT tools. MS Office
is a must, planning software such as MS
Project and Primavera P6 an asset.
Is analytical, independent and a good
communicator.
Is flexible and eager to discover different
projects and industries.
“Other than doing the analytics and delivering invaluable
insights to various clients, what I personally enjoy most in
my job is that it provides me with the opportunity to sit
and learn from the decision makers which will definitely
have a great impact on my future”
Abdallah Baydoun
Project Controls Engineer since 2017

Our offer:
 A permanent contract with an attractive remuneration package, including a company car and group insurance.
 A challenging and varied job on the most challenging projects in the market.
 The opportunity to contribute as a key element to the growth of our Belgian office.
 Personal development by enrolling in our intense training program.
 A unique, transparent and rewarding career path in project controls or project management consulting.

Are you that person that we are looking for to strengthen our team?
Please send your CVto jobs@primaned.be.
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